
Berrien Springs Partnership Syllabus and Instructor Qualifications 

CLASS TITLE: Pinyin and Chinese Characters GRADE OR AGE LEVELS:    1-3 

START DATE:  Sep 8    END DATE: Jan 16 

# WEEKS TOTAL: 16   WEEKS OFF: Nov22 

DAY/TIME REQUIRED: Friday/12:00-1:00pm  ADD’L DAYS/WK AVAILABLE:   

# HOURS (REQUIRED):   16                                # HOURS (POSSIBLE): 

TOTAL SEMESTER HOURS POSSIBLE: 16 

LOCATION/ADDRESS: DIRECTIONS TO LOCATION (if needed): 

 The community room at Watervliet public library 

MAIN INSTRUCTOR:  Wenjie Xu 

ADDITIONAL PRIMARY INSTRUCTORS (background checked):  None 

 

CONTACT INFORMATION:    phone: 2693327160       email:     cn_wjxu@yahoo.com  

website/facebook: https://www.facebook.com/lotuschineseclassroom 

ADDITIONAL REGISTRATION AT SITE REQUIRED?     YES       NO 

IF YES, INSTRUCTIONS FOR REGISTRATION:   visit our website and click on 

parent portal 

MAIN INSTRUCTOR QUALIFICATIONS:  
I have a bachelor’s degree and a masters degree. Before I moved to the US, I was a teacher. 

After I came to the US, I was a teaching assistant while I was studying in LSU and WU. 

Teaching chinese language became a great passion for me since I had my own kids and started 

to teach them. I have been teaching Chinese language and getting involved in many cultural 

events for years. 

COURSE DESCRIPTION (complete overview shown on website):  
This course is designed for young students who wish to learn Pinyin and Chinese characters. 

For the Pinyin part, we will start from the basics, such as the tones, the finals, the initials, the 

https://www.facebook.com/lotuschineseclassroom


spelling rules, etc.  For Chinese characters, we will start with the basic elements of Chinese 

characters, the strokes. We will learn Chinese characters, combining those characters into 

words and phrases, and then how to read. Our classes use a creative way to teach the 

characters: making a story for each character by looking at the origins of Chinese characters. 

Each character is shown in the form of a picture which matches the structure of the character. 

Students will master these characters through engaging games and  authentic Chinese stories. 

Meanwhile, students will be able to understand the character structures by practicing 

handwriting and gain basic knowledge of how ancient Chinese created the characters which laid 

a solid foundation for future learning. Our course specifically teaches simplified characters. 

 

SYLLABUS/OUTLINE:  WEEKLY BREAKDOWN OF PROJECT-BASED LEARNING ACTIVITY 

Class outline 

Week Date Topic  (There is homework for each lesson and the homework will be checked) 

1 
 

1. What is Chinese language and the story behind the characters 
2. Study requirement 
3. Three Simple finals: a   o  e, tones and pronouncing three finals with tones 
4. Four strokes:  横, 竖, 点，横折 

5.  Six chinese characters 一 二 三 上 中 下 and related vocabulary 

6.  Activities:playing games with characters and practicing writing characters 

 
2 

 

 

1.  Three simple finals i  u  ü and pronouncing  three finals with tones 
2.  Two stroke: 撇, 捺  

3.  Six chinese characters 六八十 人个从and related vocabulary. 

4.  Activities: playing games with characters and practicing writing characters 

5.  Understanding the characters：the different combinations of strokes 

3 
 

1. Four initials: b p m f   and the pinyin syllables made up by the 4 initials with 6 simple finals 
2. Three  strokes: 竖弯，竖弯钩，横折弯钩 

3. Five  chinese characters 四五七九百 and related vocabulary. 

4.  Activities:Playing games with characters and practicing writing characters 
5. The rules for writing characters 

4 
 

Lesson review and take-home test 
1. Review of the characters 
2 .Review of the phrases 
3. Making a mini number book 
4. Singing and dancing a chinese song: Count from 1 to 10 
5.  A chinese story: It is hard to write Character “Wan”  



5 
 

1. Four initials: d t n l and  the pinyin syllables made up by the 4 initials with 6 simple finals 
2. Two strokes: 弯钩，卧钩 

3.  Four chinese characters 头手心足 and related vocabulary. 
4.  Activities:playing games with characters and practicing writing characters 

6 
 

1. Three initials: g k h  and the pinyin syllables made up by the 3 initials with 6 simple finals 
2. Five chinese characters 口耳目眉鼻 and related vocabulary. 

3.  Activities:playing games with characters and practicing writing characters 

7 
 

1. Three initials: j q x and the pinyin syllables made up by the 3 initials with 6 simple finals 
2. Two stroke: 竖钩，横撇 
3. Four chinese characters 大小多少 and related vocabulary. 
4. Activities: playing games with characters and practicing writing characters 

8 
 

Lesson review and take-home test 
1. Review of the characters 
2 .Review of  the phrases 
3. Identifying body parts and comparing the size and the amount 
4. Singing and dancing with a chinese song: Little hands clap clap 

9 
 

1.Three initials : z c s, the pinyin syllables made up by the 3 initials with 6 simple finals  and 
the special  

   sounds:  zi ci si 
2. 横折钩，撇点，横沟 
2. Five chinese characters 男女父子爷 and related vocabulary 
3. Activities:playing games with characters and practicing writing characters 

10 
 

1. Four initials: zh ch sh r, the pinyin syllables made up by the 4 initials with 6 simple finals 
and the special  

    sounds: zhi chi shi ri  
2. Three chinese characters  坐立走 and related vocabulary. 
3. Activities:playing games with characters and practicing writing characters 

11 
 

1.  Two initials: y w, the pinyin syllables made up by the 2 initials with 6 simple finals and the 
special sounds:  

     yi wu yu 
2. Two strokes: 撇着，竖折 
3. Four chinese characters 来去出入and related vocabulary. 
3.  Activities:playing games with characters and practicing writing characters 

12 
 

Lesson review and take-home test 
1. Review of the characters 
2 .Review of the phrases 
3. Playing Simon says game to review the vocabulary 
4. A Chinese proverb: Stand like a pine, sit like a bell, walk like the wind, lie like a bow. 



13 
 

1. Review of pinyin: 6 simple finals, 23 initials 
2. Four chinese characters 日月水火 and related vocabulary. 
3. Activities:playing games with characters and practicing writing characters 

14 
 

1.  Review of pinyin: 10 Special sounds 
2. Five chinese characters 山石土田禾 and related vocabulary 
3. Activities:playing games with characters and practicing writing characters 

15 
 

1. Review of pinyin: practice pronouncing pinyin 
2. Five chinese characters 木林 森 果棵 and related vocabulary. 
3. Activities:playing games with characters and practicing writing characters 

16 
 

Lesson review and take-home test 
1. Review of the characters 
2 .Review of the phrases 
3. Making a mini book  
4.Chinese stories: Houyi shot the suns and Chang’e flying to the moon 

In-classroom games( like Bingo, Guess), chinese songs and traditional Chinese stories will help 

students grasp the lessons. Students will have homework for each week, two times a week, 

each time half hour. 

COURSE OBJECTIVES AND APPROXIMATE TARGET DATES:  
By week 4, all students will demonstrate consistent attendance, respect the class rule and play 
the activity with friends nicely. Students will understand class goals, and active engagement 
toward those goals. Academically, students can pronounce simple finals and some initials. 
Students can recognize and pronounce some basic chinese characters. 
 
By week 16,  after working through this course, the students will be able to read and write 8 
basic character strokes and get to know the 20 derived character strokes. The students can 
read and write 60 Chinese characters and get to know approximately 100 relevant phrases and 
sentences. They will be able to understand the character structure and  practice handwriting. 
Meanwhile, participants will gain basic knowledge of how ancient Chinese created the 
characters and lay a solid foundation for future learning. 

 

STUDENT ASSESSMENT - what will be used to evaluate student progress and/or end of 
semester pass/fail status? 
All classes abide by the following: 

1) Students agree to attend at least 80% of class sessions/lessons offered.  Attendance 

is kept online and tracked by Partnership staff.  Failure to meet 80% or be on track 



to meet 80% may result in program discontinuation.  

2) The Partnership Student Assessment or Performance Form is filled out by the 

teacher and turned in to Partnership staff.  The link to this form is found on the web 

page for this class.  Failing marks for lack of participation, behavior issues, practice 

time, etc. may result in program discontinuation.  

Class-specific assessment: discuss and include the form or a link to the 

form that you use.  

Class-specific assessment             Name:________________ 

Students’ skills will be assessed prior to the first class according to the following skill 

assessment sheet. 

Reading: Pinyin 
 

Read 6 simple finals 
 

Read 23 initials 
 

Read 18 compound finals 
 

Read 16 special sounds 
 

Read syllables by combining the initial and the final 
 

Reading: Foundational Skills 
 

Read some basic characters 
 

Read some compound characters 
 

Read some common phrases 
 

Language 
 

What is chinese language,what is pinyin and what is 
character?  



Why are chinese made of strokes, not letters? 
 

What are the differences between chinese, Manderine and 
Cantinese?  

What are the four main types of characters? 
 

Demonstrate writing  8 basic strokes 
 

Demonstrate writing some basic characters 
 

Listening and Speaking: asks and answers questions 
 

Do you know how to count to 10 in chinese? 
 

Do you know how to greet people in chinese? 
 

Do you know how to ask someone’s name? 
 

Do you know how to say months in chinese? 
 

Do you know how to say days of the week in chinese? 
 

Do you know how to ask someone’s birthday and age? 
 

Writing 
 

Draw and dictate 
 

Write a very short introduction essay about themselves.  
 

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES: (online, books, video, etc.): 

1. Learn Chinese through online resources 



 Duolingo: It’s free. Practice reading, writing, speaking, listening and conversation with intelligent 
Chatbots. 

 Pleco:  It is an offline Chinese-English dictionary. It is free to download. There are additional 
features that you can download for a fee. For a beginner, you don’t have to. 

 Skritter: good for practicing handwriting and practicing individual words. Free for one week, 
Monthly fee 14.99/month. 

 Anki: free to download on Android devices, good for practicing sentences and dialogues. 

 Quizlet: There is a free portion. It has games for practicing vocabulary. 

 2. A magazine for young Chinese language learners all over the world 

 PiPa magazine-小枇杷杂志, website: pipamag.org 

 3. Child friendly Chinese films or documentary to help students get an insight to Chinese 
culture 

 Animations 
1. Mulan (Disney) 
2. Kung Fu Panda 1, 2, &3 
3. Monkey King: A hero is back 
4. Happy Dad and Son 
5. Boonie Bear 

Live Actions 
      1.  the Karate Kid (2010) 
       2.  Together with You 

 Documentaries: 
        1.  A bite of China 
        2.  Born in China 

CLASS POLICIES: ATTENDANCE, BEHAVIOR, WEATHER, ETC. 

Attendance:  Students need to attend at least 80% of class lessons offered.  

Behavior: Students come for class on time and give advance notice for absences. Students 
are prepared for class(dress appropriately, homework, handouts and textbook). Students listen 
and follow directions. Students are respectful towards others. Students put forth their best effort 
in class.  

Weather: I will give an advanced notice for weather cancellation. 

Other: None 
 


